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V4.1/2 Software Update

INTRODUCTION

This document describes the new features, new options and bug fixes incorporated in the V4.1/2 software upgrade and
details the hardware and software installation procedure required to update your system to this latest release of C100 HD
software.
Please note that this release is only applicable to those systems that have previously been installed with V3.0/11 or greater
software and that have had the new 256 channel Blackrock DSP card installed.
Do not apply power to – or re-start – the Blackrock processor with the C100 HD Software Disk in the processor’s DVD
drive; doing so will force a complete system re-install!

Important Note

The launch of V4 also introduces optional new firmware. The V4 software is a user installable upgrade, however,
the firmware update will require a visit by an SSL Service Engineer. You may wish to manage costs by installing V4
locally and delaying the firmware update for a future maintenance visit by an SSL Engineer. Systems that do not have
a firmware update as part of the V4 software installation will not benefit from the following features:
· Loop Redundancy Mode

· 5.1 BLITS Tone generator

· HD Video Sync support and AES11 compliance

Assumptions

The following points are assumed in these installation instructions:

A1. This installation procedure details installation of new software and hardware on a running system, not a fresh
installation.

A2. During commissioning/installation of the C100 HD system, at least one networked computer within the studio facility
– ideally located in the same room as the console – will have been configured to communicate with the system.
Access to one of these computers will be required to run the software installation process. This will be referred to
in the following text as the ‘networked computer’.
A3. The network IP Address that has been assigned to the C100 HD system will be required. If you do not know either
of these details, please contact your IT or Studio Maintenance Department.

A4. The networked computer used for this installation should have an SSH client installed (‘PuTTY’, for example).
This program will be used to communicate with the C100 HD system – login as ‘sbc’ using ‘server’ as the password.
If you are unsure how to run this program, or the default password has been changed, please contact your IT or Studio
Maintenance Department. This computer must also be fitted with a DVD ROM drive.

A5. Backing up of the current system and installation of the new software will require that the networked computer
has access to the folders exported by the C100 HD system. This can be achieved as follows:
a. Click on ‘Run’ in the Windows Start menu.

b. In the ‘Run’ box, type ‘\\<IP_Address> <CR>’
Where: ‘\\’ indicates that we wish to mount a file share,
‘<IP_Address>’ is the IP Address of the C100 HD system,
‘<CR>’ indicates the ‘Return’ key on the computer keyboard.

c. At the resulting login prompt, enter the username (‘sbc’) and password (the default for this login being ‘sbc123’).
This will result in a view of the shared folders on the C100 HD system, similar to that shown overleaf.
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System backups appear in here
Support software is placed in here

Software Installation on a Single Blackrock System

This installation procedure applies to single Blackrock systems only – the process for redundant systems is slightly different
and so is detailed separately on page 4.

1. Check the contents of the Software Upgrade Kit against the packing list; if there are any omissions, please contact your
local SSL office before proceeding further.
Archiving the System Disk
2. As with all software installations, we strongly advise you to generate a ‘mirror’ copy of the C100 HD System Disk
before proceeding. Open the SSH client on the networked computer and login to the C100 HD system
(ref. Assumption A4.). Once you are logged in (as user ‘sbc’), type:
backup_system_disk <CR>

This will create a time and date stamped backup file in the
‘system_backup’ folder.

The backup process copies the entire C100 HD System Disk and so will take a considerable time (~5min) to complete.
It is of course also recommended that any backups created are stored off-line elsewhere.
3. To ensure that sufficient space is still available to contain the upgrade, type:
df -h /home <CR>

Check that the percentage used is less than about 90%. If it
is higher, consider removing any old backups from the
‘system_backup’ folder.

Installing the Support Software
4. Place the C100 HD Software Disk in the DVD drive in the networked computer and open a window that displays
the contents of the DVD – do not place the software disk in the DVD drive on the Blackrock processor!
5. Locate the ‘updates’ folder within the folders exported by the C100 HD system (ref. Assumption A5.).

6. On the DVD, open the ‘C10_V4_1/2 Updates’ folder and drag the following three .rpm files from the DVD into the
‘updates’ folder:
• kernel

SBC kernel and associated modules

• ssl_host_tools

SBC support files and applications

• ssl_console_files
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7. Once the .rpm files have been copied, return to the SSH client and type:
install_updates <CR>.

This will unwrap and install each of the .rpm archives. Follow
the on-screen instructions to install them. Ignore any error
messages printed to the terminal during this time.

Installing the C100 HD System Software
8. Once the files are installed the system
code will need to be copied to the flash
memory on the Blackrock processor’s
PCIe card. At the terminal prompt typing
load_console_code <CR> will result in a
list of software versions similar to that
shown here.

Select the version of code you wish to
install by entering the number next to
the software version, eg. 1 <CR> in the
illustration opposite. The system code
will now be copied to the flash device on
the PCIe card. A percentage indicator on
the terminal will provide an indication as
to how far through the process the
system is. On completion a prompt will request a key on the keyboard be pressed to shutdown ‘p’ or reboot ‘r’ the
Blackrock processor – it is recommended that at this point the Blackrock processor be shutdown and re-powered if
possible.

Enabling the New System
9. When the system has fully booted, a pop-up will appear on screen inviting you to enter a Software Licence string and
so enable the software.
You will not be able to use the console until the Software Licence has been accepted.
Open the Software Licence envelope containing your Licence string and type this carefully using the on-screen
keyboard. Once the system has verified the validity of the Licence, a Software Licence Agreement will appear onscreen. Stab on the ‘I Agree’ box at the top of the pop-up to complete the licensing procedure. Reboot the processor
to ensure the licence is correctly read.

10. Remember to store the Software Licence string in a safe place along with the C100 HD Software Disk.

Once the update is complete and the console has rebooted, any Windows workgroup the Blackrock has been assigned to
may need to be reassigned (updates performed by the SSL Host Tools package may erase various parts of the network
integration settings) – you may need to contact your contact your IT or Studio Maintenance personnel to check this.
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Software Installation on a Redundant Blackrock System

Installation of software and support files on a redundant Blackrock system must be performed on one processor at a time
with the other processor powered down. Do not attempt this process with both units running!

1. Check the contents of the Software Upgrade Kit against the packing list; if there are any omissions, please contact your
local SSL office before proceeding further.
Archiving the System Disk
2. As with all software installations, we strongly advise you to generate a ‘mirror’ copy of the C100 HD System Disk
before proceeding. Open the SSH client on the networked computer and login to the C100 HD system
(ref. Assumption A4.). Once you are logged in (as user ‘sbc’), type:
backup_system_disk <CR>

This will create a time and date stamped backup file in the
‘system_backup’ folder.

The backup process copies the entire C100 HD System Disk and so will take a considerable time (~15min) to complete.
It is of course also recommended that any backups created are stored off-line elsewhere. This must be done separately
for both Blackrock processors – but this can be done on both processors simultaneously.
3. To ensure that sufficient space is still available to contain the upgrade, on each system type:
df -h /home <CR>

Check that the percentage used is less than about 90%. If it
is higher, consider removing any old backups from the
‘system_backup’ folder.

Installing the Support Software
4. Ensure that the slave Blackrock processor has been powered down. Proceed through the following steps on the master
processor first.
5. Place the C100 HD Software Disk in the DVD drive in the networked computer and open a window that displays
the contents of the DVD – do not place the software disk in the DVD drive on the Blackrock processor!
6. Locate the ‘updates’ folder within the folders exported by the C100 HD system (ref. Assumption A5.).

7. On the DVD, open the ‘C10_V4_1/2 Updates’ folder and drag the following three .rpm files from the DVD into the
‘updates’ folder:
• kernel

SBC kernel and associated modules

• ssl_host_tools

SBC support files and applications

• ssl_console_files

Blackrock system software and files

8. Once the .rpm files have been copied, return to the SSH client and type:
install_updates <CR>.
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This will unwrap and install each of the .rpm archives. Follow
the on-screen instructions to install them. Ignore any error
messages printed to the terminal during this time.
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Installing the C100 HD System Software
9. Once the files are installed the system
code will need to be copied to the flash
memory on the Blackrock processor’s
PCIe card. At the terminal prompt typing
load_console_code <CR> will result in a
list of software versions similar to that
shown here.

Select the version of code you wish to
install by entering the number next to
the software version, eg. 1 <CR> in the
illustration opposite. The system code
will now be copied to the flash device on
the PCIe card. A percentage indicator on
the terminal will provide an indication as
to how far through the process the
system is. On completion a prompt will request a key on the keyboard be pressed to shutdown ‘p’ or reboot ‘r’ the
Blackrock processor – it is recommended that at this point the Blackrock processor be shutdown and re-powered if
possible.

Enabling the New System
10. When the system has fully booted, a pop-up will appear on screen inviting you to enter a Software Licence string and
so enable the software.
You will not be able to use the console until the Software Licence has been accepted.
Open the Software Licence envelope containing your Licence strings. Each processor will have a different licence;
match the 5 digit PAL id. given with the licence to the Blackrock network ID on the sticker on the front face of the
Blackrock unit and type this in carefully using the on-screen keyboard. Once the system has verified the validity of the
Licence, a Software Licence Agreement will appear on-screen. Stab on the ‘I Agree’ box at the top of the pop-up to
complete the licensing procedure. Reboot the processor to ensure the licence is correctly read.

11. Power down the master Blackrock processor and power up the slave processor, such that only the slave processor
is on and running. Repeat this process from Step 2. for the slave processor.

12. Once all updates have been performed, re-boot both processors together.

13. Remember to store the Software Licence strings in a safe place along with the C100 HD Software Disk.
Once the update is complete and the console has rebooted, any Windows workgroup the Blackrock has been assigned to
may need to be reassigned (updates performed by the SSL Host Tools package may erase various parts of the network
integration settings) – you may need to contact your contact your IT or Studio Maintenance personnel to check this.
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NEW FEATURES
MADI Remote

This new feature allows the console to send mic amp control data over MADI to any third-party pre-amps or routing
systems which use DHD-protocol control data, such as Optocore and RockNet systems.
Please see your equipment’s own user documentation to establish what control protocol it uses.
Note that DHD protocol uses a standard 64 channel MADI Link with 56 channels for Audio; Control Data is carried on
Channel 57 and the remaining channels are unused.
Configuration
First, the relevant mic inputs need to be defined within the console. This is done in the Link Use window, opened by
pressing the Route menu’s IO Links button. Click on the MADI socket symbol to which the mic amps are connected,
and select MADI RMTE from the pop-up list which appears:

Ensure that the link has a suitable device number, and then press the Config button beneath it. In the pop-up which appears,
you need to define how many mic amps are included in the external MADI IO device by clicking on the number box and
entering a new value in the numeric keypad which appears:

Note that the console assumes that mic amps occupy the lowest-numbered MADI channels – if there are 16 mic amps,
the console will send mic amp control data on channels 1 to 16 of that MADI device.
The console must now be re-started for these changes to take effect. Once the restart is complete, you will find the mic
inputs listed in the Route menu’s IO Groups display as MADI RMIC X-Y (where X is the device number and Y the
channel number). Mic MADI sources will then need to be added to source groups as applicable.

Inputs from the MADI device which have not been defined as mic amps will simply be displayed as MADI ip X-Y, in the
normal way.
Note that the non mic amp inputs are numbered from 1, and don’t refer to the MADI device’s channel numbers.
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5.1 and Stereo Folddown Levels

To improve efficiency when providing multiple format broadcast feeds, a new adjustable programme folddown allows the
user to adjust the individual C, Rear (LS & RS), and LFE channels stereo folddown levels. M-3 and M-6 options are also
included for stereo-to-mono folddown.
Programme formats and folddowns are configured by selecting the meter screen’s Setup button and then touching the each
Programmes meters. The following pop-up will open:

The bus format is selected by pressing on the Stereo and 5.1 meter graphics to the left.

The following 5.1 to stereo component levels can be adjusted by clicking on the numeric box to the right of each folddown
element’s label and entering a new value using the numeric keypad which appears:
- left-surround to left, right-surround to right (Ls Rs → LR)

- centre to left and right (C → LR)

- sub to left and right (LFE → LR)

Note that if you type in an attenuation greater than -100dB, the 5.1 components in question will simply be muted within
the folddown, as indicated by the numeric box displaying ‘off’.
In addition, the stereo component levels of the folded-down signal can be adjusted in the same way using the numeric box
to the right of the LR label.
You can also mute 5.1 components within the folddown by pressing the OFF buttons to the right of each folddown label.
The button will ‘light’ to indicate that the folddown element is muted.

Stereo-to-mono folddown can be attenuated using the 0dB, -3dB and -6dB buttons towards the top-right of the popup.

5.1 Tone Generation

5.1 BLITS (Black and Lanes' Ident Tones for Surround) can now be generated and routed to all 5.1 formatted channels and
outputs.
BLITS Tone Injection
The Tone button in the parameter display of each bus can be used to inject BLITS tone. In order to do this BLITS must be
enabled and configured in the Tone Settings panel, opened by pressing the MISC button on the main touchscreen,
followed by Tone Setup.
To enable BLITS, touch the highest box, labelled BLITS Enable. Once this box is checked, two further options become
available:
If Use Internal Tone for BLITS is unchecked, the external source routed to the Tone destination in the routing
display will replace the internally generated tone source.
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If Internal BLITS Repeat is unchecked, the BLITS tone sequence will only be generated once – touch the BLITS
Start button to trigger the sequence.

BLITS in the routing panel
5.1 BLITS has to be assigned to a routing group (ordinarily, the Misc group) before it can be assigned via the console’s normal
routing procedures (described in Section 5 of the operating manual). To do this, open the Groups display from within the
Route menu and ensure that Sources is selected in the top left-hand corner.

Select the Misc group in the left-hand column (or wherever else you have located your tone sources), locate Tone BLITS
(displayed as a 5.1 signal) in the right-hand column and select it to move it into the group.
Note that 5.1 BLITS routed using the standard procedure is still subject to the Tone Settings settings: BLITS will only
be generated if it is enabled, set to internal, and set to repeat (or triggered using the panel’s BLITS Start button).
Because the BLITS standard defines a specific audio level, no BLITS level control is available using the Misc Levels.
Note: This new feature requires both a software and firmware update. Please see Page 1 for more details.
The BLITS Start Button can be assigned to a front panel or Touch Screen Soft Key using the Free Assign function.
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Extended Sync Source Compatibility

The range of external clocks to which the C100 can lock has been expanded to include the a range of HD sync sources.
The full list of compatible sync sources is now as follows:
PAL

1080p 59.94Hz

1080PsF 24Hz (1080i 48Hz)

NTSC

1080p 30Hz

720p 60Hz

PAL 24
1080i 60Hz

1080i 59.94Hz
1080i 50Hz

1080p 60Hz

1080p 50Hz

1080p 29.97Hz
1080p 25Hz
1080p 24Hz

1080PsF 23.976Hz (1080i 47.95Hz)
720p 59.94Hz
720p 50Hz

1080p 23.976Hz

The precise current sync source is displayed in brackets to the right of the active sync source type (Internal, Video, AES
or Word Clock), in the System Sync panel, opened by pressing the System menu’s Sync button:

Note: This new feature requires both a software and firmware update. Please see Page 1 for more details.

AES 11 Compliance

With this firmware upgrade, C100 is AES11 Compliant, with the exception of the following:

The firmware adds support for consistent phase locking of AES-3 outputs to a PAL video reference signal, thus ensuring
consistent latency through connected AES-3 devices. Connecting video sync to the Blackrock Sync input and selecting Video
as a reference will automatically enable this. Note that phase lock to an NTSC video signal is not supported as the Blackrock
processor does not support decoding of the NTSC 5 field sequence. Clients who wish to take advantage of this feature in
an NTSC environment will need to carry out FSB884 on their Blackrock processor cards and connect an AES-3 DARS from
a sync generator that supports decoding of the 5 field sequence.
Note: This new feature requires both a software and firmware update. Please see Page 1 for more details.

AFV Glide Off

It is now possible to set different Glide On and Glide Off times for AFV. This is done in the Config menu’s AFV Setup
screen – simply click on the value box for each time, and set a new time in the numeric keypad which appears:
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Loop MADI Redundancy

The C100 now provides a new option for configuring MADI cabling, allowing for dual redundancy of processor core and
MADI link over two IO connections. Rather than Master and Slave cores both requiring two MADI connections to the IO
in order for both to have fully redundant links, the new Loop option allows both cores to share the same links, using a MADI
connection between them:
Master Core goes down:
Control switches to Slave core,
using Slave-to-Master MADI Loop and
Master-to-IO MADI connection.

Master-to-IO MADI goes down:
Control remains with Master core,
using Master-to-Slave MADI Loop and
Slave-to-IO MADI connection.

Alpha Link
MADI
link 1

MADI
link 5

MADI
link 6

C100
Master Core

Alpha Link
MADI
link 2

MADI
link 6

MADI
link 1

MADI
link 5

C100
Slave Core

MADI
link 5

MADI
link 6

C100
Master Core

MADI
link 2

MADI
link 6

MADI
link 5

C100
Slave Core

Note that if the Master Core power fails, the Slave Core will use its direct link to the Alpha Link, rather than attempting
to go via the Master Core.
To use the Loop configuration, connect the MADI cabling as shown above (using any pair of MADI sockets, duplicated
between cores), then go to the Route menu’s Link Use page (using the IO Links button):

Touch the label linking the two connections you are using (usually labelled DUAL), and
cycle through until the label reads LOOP. Configure the odd-numbered link (1,3,5 or 7)
for the IO, and use the even-numbered link (2,4,6 or 8) for the loop.

Note that if the Master Core fails and the Slave Core takes over, repowering the Master Core
will cause the Slave’s audio to be interrupted, as the Alpha Link will sense that the Master
Core is on-line and switch to it before it is passing audio.
Note also that when the Slave Core is active, the loop MADI link must remain in place, as audio is ordinarily still passing
via the Master Core.
Note also that enabling Loop Mode configures both sets of MADI ports to Loop redundancy, reducing the I/O capacity of
the mezzanine card to 128 channels.
Loop Redundancy can be used with any SSL IO which has redundant capacity – RIO, Alpha Link LIVE-R and DHD SB.
Note: This new feature requires both a software and firmware update. Please see Page 1 for more details.
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BUG FIXES

The following is a list of the major bugs fixed or resolved in this release:
• Monitor Setup Options are now properly synchronised.

• The console is no longer in danger of crashing when loading the SSL layers from the project.
• Channel bus outputs are no longer muted if the channel is assigned to delay 0.

• The console no longer freezes when using input routing and selecting channels to route using front panel buttons
while the list is still refreshing.
• MORSE – mics released on the master are now properly released on the slave

• MORSE – mic ownership issues have been resolved.

• MORSE – the status of routing controller cards after a main card failure now displays correctly on the console’s
MORSE page.
• Names for Probel switcher sources now correctly display on the Channel Information Display.

• Gain issues related to routing or changing sample rates on Mics 1 and 2 in DHD Stagebox Slot 1 have been resolved.

• ASG insert routes which disable the insert normalling are no longer lost when switching between cores.

• ‘Delete’ is no longer the first option in the right-hand side of the Edit Layer pop-up, thus making it harder to delete
layers accidentally.

KNOWN BUGS
Ref 12643

Periodically, on redundant systems, the following erroneous sync error message is displayed in
the console status bar:
Warning: Problem synchronising files with other machine because timeout within
filesync program.
The main sync status icon at the top of the meter screen shows the true status of the sync
system.
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Software Licence Agreement

Solid State Logic (‘SSL’) is willing to license this C100 HD software and accompanying documentation for this product (the
‘Software’) to the customer (the entity that purchased the product and software) on the condition that you read and accept
all of the terms in this agreement. Please read the terms below carefully. By continuing to install the software and using the
enclosed information to license the software you acknowledge that you have read and understood the agreement and agree
to be bound by its terms and conditions. If you do not agree to these terms then do not open this package, discontinue the
installation process and contact your local SSL representative for advice.

Licence

SSL hereby grants you a non-exclusive licence to install and use the Software in machine-readable form on a single console.
You may copy the software only for backup purposes, provided that you reproduce all copyright and other proprietary
notices that are on the original copy of the Software.

Restrictions

SSL retains the right, title and interest in and to the Software, and any rights not granted to you herein are reserved by SSL.
You may not reverse engineer, disassemble, decompile, or translate the Software, or otherwise attempt to derive the source
code for the Software, except to the extent allowed under applicable law. If applicable law permits such activities, any
information so discovered must be promptly disclosed to SSL and shall be deemed to be the confidential proprietary
information of SSL. Any attempt to transfer any of the rights, duties or obligations hereunder is void. You may not rent, lease,
loan or resell for profit the Software, or any part thereof. You may not reproduce, distribute or create derivative works of
the Software.

Limitation of Liability

In no event will SSL or it’s suppliers be liable for profits or other consequential, incidental or special damages however
arising, including negligence, in connection with the software or this agreement, even if SSL has been advised of the possibility
of such damages. In no event will SSL’s liability in connection with the Software, regardless of the form of action, exceed £100.

Indemnity

You agree to defend and indemnify SSL against all claims, losses, liabilities, damages costs and expenses, including legal fees,
which SSL may incur in connection with your breach of this Agreement.

General

The Software is a commercial item. This Agreement is governed and interpreted in accordance with the laws of the United
Kingdom.
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